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Vegetarian Bulgogi Sandwich with Kim{  gluten-free, refined sugar free, vegetarianMakes one 12" x 3" sandwich, which should
 

 

INGREDIENTS INGREDIENTS For the Bulgogi Sauce:   1/4 C tamari 1/4 C honey 1 tbsp pure sesame oil 3 cloves of garlic, fine-minc1 tsp peeled ginger, fine-minced or gratedFor the Kimchi Mayo: 1/2 C vegan mayonnaise (I use Vege1/2 C finely-chopped kimchi

MAKE IN ADVANCE: 
• Choux Baguette (Recipe at the end) bag. To use, heat it up in 350f oven 
• Bulgogi Sauce and Kimchi Mayo the fridge until ready to use. 
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ulgogi Sandwich with Kimchi Mayo on GF Choux Baguettevegetarian, vegan if swap in vegan bread  } should feed 3-4 people.  

minced or grated  minced or grated 
mayonnaise (I use Vegenaise)  kimchi squeezed of excess juices 

at the end) can be frozen after cooling completely, in an aiheat it up in 350f oven until warm ~15 minutes. and Kimchi Mayo can both be made a day or two in advance and stored 
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Choux Baguette 

, in an airtight ziptop ance and stored covered in 
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2 tbsp kimchi brine 1 tsp honey 1 tsp rice vinegar about 3/4 tsp kosher salt or to tasteFor the Sandwich Fillings: 1 block (~350g) firm or extra1 lb (454g) mushrooms, cremini1 small carrot, peeled and Leafy green lettuce, trimmed~~~~~ For the Choux Baguette (Skip if buying sandwich): 1/2 C or 1 stick (4oz or 113g) org1/2 C (4 fl.oz) water 1/2 C (4 fl.oz) organic unsweetened 1/4 tsp kosher salt 
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4 tsp kosher salt or to taste 
firm or extra-firm organic tofu, cut lengthwise into 1/8" slicescremini  or button, plus some fresh shiitake or beech, peeled and julienned trimmed washed and dried 

if buying your bread &/or swapping for vegan bread
13g) organic grass-fed butter 

unsweetened almond milk or other non-dairy milk 
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1/8" slices beech if you have 
egan bread for vegan 
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1 C (4.5oz or 130g) gluten-Flour) 1/4 tsp xanthan gum *ONLY xanthan gum* 8oz or 227g eggs (approx egg for egg wash (whisked with a pinch of salt adCoarse salt (~2 tsp) and ses~~~~~ 
 METHOD For the Bulgogi Sauce: Whisk all the ingredients togetherFor the Oven-Baked Bulgogi TofuPreheat oven to 400f.  Slice the cremini or white button mushrooms and beech of their woody stems and slice thin with a knWhile the skillet heats up, back to the tofu.  Brush the top sides generously with bulgside with bulgogi sauce.  Bake for an
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 -free flour blend (I used Bob's Red Mill Gluten-Free 1 to 1 Baking 
ONLY IF gluten-free flour blend above does NOT already co

 4-5 large eggs but measure out by weight if you can)d with a pinch of salt added) and sesame seeds (about 2 tbsp) for sprinkling 

er. Voila. Tastiest bulgogi sauce! Tofu and Mushrooms:    
mushrooms thinly with a mandolin.  If using, trim fresh shiitakes ems and slice thin with a knife.  Heat a cast iron skillet on medium heat.  back to the tofu.  Place tofu slices on a parchment-lined baking sheet.  with bulgogi sauce.  Bake for 10 minutes.  Flip and brush the other .  Bake for another 10 minutes.  Total bake time 20 minutes.
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ree 1 to 1 Baking 
ready contain 

ou can) plus 1 more 

im fresh shiitakes illet on medium heat.   lined baking sheet.  p and brush the other 20 minutes. 
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While tofu is baking, saute the mushroomssoggy mushrooms, cook them in batches them until the end because salt will draw out their moiDrizzle with 1 tsp oil and saute musbrowned, put them all back into the to low and let the sauce cook with the mushroFor Sandwich Assembly: Toast the choux baguette halves in but highly recommend).  Place one baguette half Generously spread kimchi mayo all over.  curves upwards to act as a little curmushrooms next.  Top with julienneinto 4 large sandwiches.  Enjoy warm!  SoIf you are making the Choux baguette, the recipe isthan any gluten-free bread he has ever had.I hope you try this recipe and let me know if you do    
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 mushrooms.  Pro tip: if you want nice browned mushrooms cook them in batches as needed so as not to overcrowd the panbecause salt will draw out their moisture resulting in steamed mushroomsmushrooms for 2-3 minutes or until browned.  After into the skillet and stir in the remaining bulgogi sauce. cook with the mushrooms for 30-60 seconds more.     
halves in a toaster oven or oven to get a nice warm crispy breadne baguette half on cutting board, sesame seed side downyo all over.  Layer lots of leafy green lettuces - I do it so the curved "dish" (am I making sense?) to hold the bulgoop with julienned carrots and set top side of baguette on top.  Cnjoy warm!  So good!   ng the Choux baguette, the recipe is provided below.  My husband says it's bread he has ever had. ecipe and let me know if you do and how you like it!    
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ice browned mushrooms not overcrowd the pan and never salt in steamed mushrooms.   After all batches are   Turn heat down 
warm crispy bread (optional ide down.  so the lettuce bulgogi tofu and Cut crosswise 

My husband says it's better 
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~~~~~ For the Choux Baguette (Skip this section Preheat oven to 425f.  Line a large If your gluten-free flour mix does not your flour now.  I used Bob's Red Mill Glutenskip this step. Heat butter, water, almond milk and salt in a medium pot oveboil, take it off heat and immediately duntil combined and a dough begins to form and pull away from the siback on medium heat and cook the choux dough When the dough is thick enough for remove from heat.   Put the dough in a stand mixer and minutes to cool the dough down and release Next, we add eggs one at a time.  since even "large eggs" varies in size.cause the dough to go from perfenot, you will need to use your judgemenevaporated from the dough also affectsdon't blindly put in all 4-5 eggs okay?  
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this section if buying your bread or swapping in vegan breadlarge baking sheet with parchment paper.  e flour mix does not already contain xanthan gum (check the label)Red Mill Gluten-Free 1 to 1 Baking Flour which already contains it so I 
nd milk and salt in a medium pot over medium heat.  Once it comesoff heat and immediately dump in the gluten-free flour, beating with a wooden spoonns to form and pull away from the side of the pot.  Pucook the choux dough for a few minutes, sitrring with the wooden spoonhe dough is thick enough for a metal spoon to stand straight up in it, you can stop and 

and beat it with the paddle attachment at low speed l the dough down and release the steam.    For best results, you should measure out your egvaries in size.  For choux pastry like this, even 1/2 tsp more or less of go from perfect to too runny or too thick.  Whether you have a kito use your judgement regardless because ultimately the amount of steam aporated from the dough also affects how much eggs is needed for the right consistencykay?   
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vegan bread): 
(check the label), whisk it into which already contains it so I 

medium heat.  Once it comes to a eating with a wooden spoon .  Put the pot rring with the wooden spoon.  you can stop and 
d for a few 
gs by weight even 1/2 tsp more or less of egg can a kitchen scale or y the amount of steam right consistency.  Just 
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Beat in the first 3 eggs, one at a timecompletely incorporated before continuing withneeded.  After 3 eggs, turn the mixer up to high and beat minute.  Then, lightly whisk the 4th egg and stdough should be thick (not runny)bag later.  If after the 4th egg, the dough iwhile beating until you achieve the rigPut in just the coupler into the piping bag~1/2" opening. Use a spatula to scrafit all the dough at once, half the dough dough on the underside of all four corners of the Aim to pipe two equal baguette halvesdough along one side of the parchm- approximately 3" wide.  Pipe a third strip strips. Use fingers dipped in water to second baguette half.  Use a soft pastry bruand sesame seeds.   Bake in the oven for 13-15 minutes350f and continue baking for 18-20 minutesproperly dry out the insides.  Once fulWarm directly from freezer in 350f~~~~~ 
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 at a time on medium speed of stand mixer, allowing each to be before continuing with the next.  Scrape down sides of the bowl as ixer up to high and beat until the dough smooths outisk the 4th egg and start beating it in bit by bit and check consistencythick (not runny), a little sticky but still pliable and pipeable when put into the dough is still too thick, whisk the 5th egg and againe the right dough consistency.   into the piping bag (i.e. no piping tip) or simply snip the tip of the bag Use a spatula to scrape the dough into the bag - do this in two batchethe dough for each side of the baguette.  First schmear a all four corners of the parchment paper to keep it down guette halves side by side at least 3" space apart, pipe a 12"side of the parchment.  Pipe another strip next to the first to double the thPipe a third strip of dough on top, along the seam of the bottom two dipped in water to gently smooth out lumps as needed.  Do this aa soft pastry brush to brush on the egg wash.  Sprinkle with coarse 
15 minutes, when the dough has just started to puff.  Turn the 20 minutes.  Turn off oven and allow to cool for one hourOnce fully cooled, these can be stored tightly-wrapped in 350f oven for 12-15 minutes or til warm and crispy.   
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allowing each to be sides of the bowl as dough smooths out, about a ck consistency.  The ipeable when put into a piping again, add bit by bit 
of the bag into a batches if you can't chmear a small dot of parchment paper to keep it down during baking.  a 12" long strip of the first to double the thickness bottom two this again for the h.  Sprinkle with coarse salt 
the oven down to one hour to ped in the freezer.  


